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Turkish statesman who was one of the foremost Islamic converts,
in this age, to the neo-paganism of the West, 'this century is very
pitiless; and, as the years pass, the brutality of the times is not
heing softened, but is becoming uncontrollable, as though it were
going to pass over every boundary'.1
In fact, this world-embracing Westernized Society of the twentieth
century displayed the same paradoxical combination of irrelevant
ability and fatal incompetence which had aroused the astonishment
and contempt of the nineteenth-century pioneers of Western expan-
sion when they had encountered the same paradox in the life of the
surviving non-Western civilizations of that day. Of what use, these
Western pioneers had asked themselves, were the exquisite and
inimitable aesthetic and intellectual achievements of the East, if
these gifts of the gods had not availed to save the societies on which
they had been bestowed from ruining and disgracing themselves
through the grossest sins of superstition and cruelty and injustice
and corruption ? In this setting, the pearls of Oriental art and poetry
and philosophy were quite bereft of their intrinsic beauty, and served
merely to heighten the hideousness of the moral charnel-house in
which they were cast away. In so feeling, those nineteenth-cfentury
Westerners had not been at fault, and the record of their ftioral
judgment on the ancient East still stood for the instruction of their
epigoni in the post-war Great Society.
In this Westernized World of the twentieth century the heritage of
achievement in the past, which threw into relief the tragedy of the
living age, was the extraordinary and unprecedented talent of modern
Western Man for the material mastery and exploitation of Physical
Nature. This dominion over Matter, which had given Western Man in
the nineteenth century a derivative dominion over the rest of Man-
kind, was now serving, in the twentieth century, to expose his
enormous and unmitigated moral crudity, and consequent social
incompetence, in the conduct of human relations. In this sphere, the
level of twentieth-century Western and Westernized Ma^-was not
so much Oriental as Primitive. Spiritually, Man in this generation
was everywhere in chains; and these chains were not imposed on him
by some irresistible alien power, like those which he had worn in the
past during those hundreds of thousands of years which he had had
to spend as the helot of Physical Nature. In the act of snapping and
throwing off those ancient material bonds, he had deliberately
fastened these new spiritual fetters upon himself, as his Victorian and
Elizabethan ancestresses had once wantonly distorted their bodies
1 Address by Ismet Pa$a, published in liadro, issue of October 1933.

